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Stopping Announcement
Complete the following form for a stopping announcement:
Announcement for Opposition
(repeat messages to be deleted in original text)
Issuer
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Certificate
Certificate no. or security no.
Series description
With cps as of*
Cp-No
*Unless stated separately, invalidation reports also cover the talon, certificate and coupons.
The reporting office acknowledges the conditions stated below.
SIX Financial Information Ltd does not check opposition reports for correctness or completeness but includes them in the opposition list and forwards the information to recipients in this form.
The reporting office bears sole responsibility for opposition reports. SIX Financial Information Ltd accepts no liability for any losses due to opposition reports being incomplete, incorrect or unsubstantiated in terms of content or form.
The reporting office acknowledges that the opposition list does not represent the blocking of securities by supervisory authorities or any official declaration of invalidity; consequently, inclusion of securities in the opposition list does not take the place of the imposition of a court invalidation order or the publication of an official notice. The opposition list purely serves the purpose of facilitating the search for missing securities while alerting the list's recipients and/or their clients to the risk of purchasing such securities. 
 Important Information
Please return the completed form to SIX Financial Information by e-mail.(Click the E-Mail button).
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11.04.2012
Ueli Reusser
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